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This chic and trendy colouring book showcases more than 100 fashion creations and about 150
dream pieces. Thereâ€™s something for everyone: beautiful models offer aspiring fashion designers
the opportunity to create clothes, bags, shoes, jewellery and hairdos in every imaginable style. The
originality of this album, its organising principle, is to enable the reader to participate in the evolution
of the various designs proposed. Whether still a student or already working, sporty or sophisticated,
dynamic or easy-going, classic or free-spirited, cultivating an air of mystery or a more natural look,
the budding stylist has now an opportunity to develop a particular style. All the drawings are
displayed in black outlines to suggest a starting point where creation may begin and evolve as the
colouring process comes into play. It is now up to the young fashion designer to mould and name
the styles, breathing life into them. In doing so, this becomes an exercise in self-awareness that
confirms oneâ€™s personal style.
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The drawings in the book depict a lot of mostly casual style fashions. Some of the proportions are a
little strange on the faces especially, but an expierenced colorist can fix most of that with a little
creative shading. The pictures are printed on both sides (not something I personally care about but I
know that is important to some customers) and the paper is quite thin but not a bad quality for
colored pencils. I think this is a really good book to practice techniques with skin tones, fabrics,
shading, etc. Attached is a work in progress done with prismacolor premieres.

My favorite coloring books are those with fashions to color and I was looking forward to getting this
one, but it's a disappointment. The outfits are cute, but they're all "modeled" by a person which
involves filling in largeareas of "skin and hair" - in fact, several pages feature only a very large hand
with a couple of rings on it - BORING. Some other things I disliked about this book were that the
pages are printed on both sides, which is a problem since most pens bleed through the paper at
least to a small degree, and some pictures take up two pages (e.g., head and torso on one page,
legs on another), and since the pages are not perforated you have to try and color in the deep
crease between the pages...no thanks. If you're looking for a fun fashion coloring book, a far better
choice is Fanciful Fashions Coloring Book by Marjorie Sarnat, which has clothing only, several
outfits to a page, each unique and different from each other. Another one I've been enjoying is
Fashion Dresses: 50 Mind Calming And Stress Relieving Patterns by Audrey Wingate. The latter
has one dress per page, all with the same basic shape, but the detailing on each one varies widely
and is fun to color. I'd suggest passing on this one.

this is another very different coloring book, I really enjoyed flipping thru the pages, it has a lot of
different art work perfect for the fashionista really pretty pages a lot of the girl in different outfits
some of her fingernails different shirts with patterns, I really enjoyed that this was so different from
all the other type of coloring books out there. I think any little girl would really enjoy this book ten
and up I would think or eight maybe nothing to small. as and adult I just like to lose myself in it and
practice maybe drawing what is in front of me. I recommend this book because it is so different. no
run of the mill here.

Great illustrations but poor paper quality. You can see the images of the next page through the one
you are coloring. Pages are printed on both sides and can't be removed.

Loved this book it has detailed drawings, outfits , jewelry, accessories, shoes. I enjoyed the flip thru
cant wait to jump in . Very happy with my purchase.

Coloring in people and skin tones is what you will spend the majority of your time doing... Wish I did
not purchase.

Purchased as a gift for a 10 yr old who loves it.

Not exactly what I expected, but I like it.
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